JANUARY 29 - SUNDAY, 2:00 PM.
KNOXVILLE MUSEUM OF ART - PUBLIC
CINEMA SERIES

AQUARIUS
Dir. Kleber Mendonça Filho, 2016
Cast: Sônia Braga, Irandhir Santos
A retired music critic fights to protect her old
apartment from developers. English subtitles, 142’

FEBRUARY 13 - MONDAY, 4:00 PM.
ÚLTIMA PARADA 174
(LAST STOP 174)
Dir. Bruno Barreto, 2008
Cast: Michel Gomes, Chris Vianna, Marcello Melo
The struggle of a mother to find a son who becomes
the hostage taker of Bus 174 in Rio de Janeiro.
English Subtitles, 110’

MARCH 26 - SUNDAY, 5:00 PM.
TUDO QUE APRENDEMOS JUNTOS
(The Violin Teacher)
Dir. Sérgio Machado, 2015
Cast: Lázaro Ramos, Kaique de Jesus
A talented violinist discovers the transforming power of
music as he struggles to teach teenagers in a public school
in Heliópolis, São Paulo. English Subtitles, 102’

APRIL 17 - MONDAY, 4:00 PM.
NA QUEBRADA
(Broken Town)
Dir. Fernando Grostein, 2014
Cast: Jean Amorim, Daina Andrade, Monica Bellucci
Young people’s stories mingle and collide in the search for
dreams and choices in the ghettos of São Paulo. English
Subtitles, 94’